
Association Copy: Signed on the upper front flyleaf "(Meta v. Salis/Marschlins / 8.11.86) / Hedwig Kym / Sils/Maria, 19. VIII. 87." The dates are presumably those upon which the book was read. Meta von Salis was a woman of independent means (and spirit) who befriended Nietzsche first in Zürich and later in Sils Maria, Switzerland. In late 1888, she gifted him 800 DM to help pay for the self-publication of his works. Her friend, Hedwig Kym - with whom she visited Sils Maria - was the daughter of Andreas Ludwig Kym, professor of philosophy in Zürich. The inscription is in a single hand but of which lady is uncertain - circumstantial evidence would strongly suggest Kym's - although the opulence of the binding would indicate that the book originally belonged to von Salis. Nietzsche’s letters contain many references to von Salis and several to Kym and he is known to have written 14 letters to von Salis.

Bound in a beautiful, immaculate and very ornate contemporary off-white cover. Both the front cover and the spine are stamped in gold. This copy is as clean and handsome as any contemporary-bound copy I have ever seen. It is almost like new. Absolutely fine.